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Mason meets with 18 Troup Ave. residents 
by Mark Dl Vlnceruo 
and Jeff James 
Phil Mason, assistant to University 
President Dr. Paul Olscamp, has 
been meeting with the 18 Bowling 
Green city residents who complained 
of student misbehaviors on their 
street. 
But according to Mason, no solu- 
tions have been found. 
The fact remains, some people liv- 
ing on Troup Avenue have a gripe. 
They wrote to the editor of The Senti- 
nel-Tribune about it and said they 
would appreciate some sort of action 
being taken. 
The letter said University students 
Celeste 
opposed 
by Union 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Saying it 
intended no disrespect, a public em- 
ployees union called on Gov. Richard 
Celeste yesterday to remove himself 
from leadership in opposing two tax 
measures on the November 
The Ohio Civil Service Employees 
Association said such a step would 
end what it said was "partisan postur- 
ing" by proponents. 
''Removing himself in this manner, 
we believe, would be in the best inter- 
ests of our efforts to defeat Issues 2 
and 3." James Monroe, association 
executive director, said. 
"Because the proponents of these 
issue* would then be forced to fight 
this battle in the areas where, setting 
emotional rhetoric aside, the merits 
of the issues lie - financial responsibi- 
lity, legislative authority and bal- 
anced state budgets," Monroe said. 
Wayne Hill, spokesman for the 
Committee For Ohio which is leading 
opposition to Issues 2 and 3, said the 
governor should continue to state his 
position. 
•;THE   GOVERNOR   has   been 
speaking to groups and organizations 
about the negative impact of both of 
these constitutional amendments," 
Hill said. "And the proponents of the 
issues in a radio program last week 
agreed that the governor was not the 
issue, that the effects of the amend- 
ments were the issues." 
Paul Costello, the governor's press 
secretary, said opposition to the is- 
sues was being led by the Committee 
For Ohio. 
"They're leading groups who are 
coming on each day and talking about 
how the repeal would hurt the state." 
Costello said. He said Celeste would 
continue to speak out on the issues 
before various organizations. 
If approved by voters on Nov. 8, 
Issue 3 would repeal all tax measures 
enacted by the General Assembly this 
year, chiefly the 90 percent boost in 
the state income tax. Issue 2 would 
make it more difficult to enact future 
tax increases by requiring a three- 
fifths vote in the House and Senate 
instead of a simple majority. 
are disrupting the residents' private 
lives by uttering their yards, tearing 
out bushes, breaking small trees, 
urinating on their property and yel- 
ling and screaming while walking or 
riding on Troup Avenue. 
The Troup residents challenged the 
University administration "to de- 
velop ways of directly assisting city 
officials in maintaining the well-being 
of our community." 
OLSCAMP ASSIGNED Philip Ma- 
son to contact and meet with the 
disgruntled residents of Troup Ave- 
nue. 
"We (the University) know this has 
been going on for a long time," Mason 
said. "These people f Troup Avenue 
residents) have been putting up with 
disruptions for a while now, and their 
frustration level rose to the point 
where they had to speak up. 
"Even so," he said,"I feel these 
people are downplaying a serious 
problem by describing these unbelie- 
vable actions so calmly. I was embar- 
rassed." 
One family is moving out of that 
neighborhood, Mason said, as a result 
of the"non-adult" behavior. 
Many students travel Troup Avenue 
on their way to campus and shopping 
areas or on their way to their apart- 
ments. 
Residents say many students pass 
through the Troup neighborhood on 
their way to and from ''various noc- 
turnal activities." 
Troup Avenue is no different from 
any other street adjoining the Univer- 
sity, John Davidson, a Troup resident 
said, they all face similar problems. 
"PEOPLE DON'T tear up their own 
homes or their grandmothers' 
houses," Michael Marsden, associate 
professor of popular culture and a 
Troup resident, said, "so why do they 
do it here?" Marsden added the resi- 
dents on Troup Avenue don't hate the 
bg news staff/James Voull 
students - in fact, they want to inter- 
act with them. 
The University can not legally or 
financially help much, Mason said. 
University police cannot patrol off- 
campus, and even if they were called 
on to assist city police, the University 
couldn't afford to, he added. 
"We're (the University) not par- 
ents," Mason said. "We can't control 
the behavior of all our students. 
"Basically, we (the community) 
have to educate students," he said. 
"We must raise the consciousness 
level of the students and make them 
more aware of the city residents." 
As for the residents, they say a 
Spreading the 'Word' 
Ed Reed, a member of the Gideons, stood ready yesterday morning with several free copies of the New 
Testament. About 45 members of the religious organization, comprised of business and professional men, 
donated their time to pass out the books to students traveling between classes. 
Man attacks student 
by Marcy Grande 
star! reporter 
A University female was uninjured 
after being assaulted by a male about 
9 p.m. Monday when walking between 
the Education Building and Eppler 
South. 
According to Dean Gerkens, asso- 
ciate director of Public Safety, the 
woman was taken to Oak Grove ceme- 
tary on Ridge Street as the man held a 
knife to her. Then she was forced to 
the ground near the mausoleum next 
to Overman Hall. 
While Gerkens was reluctant to 
classify the assault as an attempted 
rape, he said of the suspect, "I'm sure 
that is what he had in mind." 
Gerkens said the victim, who was 
coming from either Rodgers or Kohl 
Hall, said the male jumped out at her 
and held a knife to her. She said the 
male told her to act like he was her 
friend as he forced her through the 
driveway between the Eppler Com- 
plex and the baseball field's fence. 
Gerkens said the victim reported 
the man got on top of her but was 
suddenly "spooked" by an ap- 
proaching light. 
"The suspect saw the light and said, 
'Oh shit!,' then he got up and left," he 
said, quoting the woman's account 
Anyone with intormation regarding 
the incident is urged to call Public 
Safety. 
program centering on the concern 
toward awareness for the community 
could improve the situation. 
Two residents, Davidson and Be- 
atrice Gorton, an assistant professor 
in the school of Health, Physical Edu- 
cation, and Recreation, agree the 
relationship between students and 
residents could be improved if there 
was a chance to discuss the problems. 
They both say an open forum of some 
type could in a sense "air out" the two 
groups' differences. 
"The best way to handle the prob- 
lem," Marsden said, "would be to 
have students introduced to some 
members of the community as soon as 
they begin here at the University." 
THE ASSAILANT was described by 
the woman as being in his early 
twenties, about 5 feet 10 inches and 
slender, having dark hair and wear- 
ing dark clothes, Public Relations 
Director Cliff Boutelle said. 
The woman could not recall the 
exact source of light which scared the 
victim or give a clear description of 
the man's face, Gerkens said. 
University officers are investigat- 
ing the incident. It is the first reported 
lult of this type this semester. 
University lacks 
minority appeal 
Second of a series 
by Monica Orou 
stofl reporter  
Minority enrollment at the Univer- 
sity has been down over the past four 
years. Financial problems are cited 
as one reason for lower enrollment, 
but a continuing problem is making 
the University appeal to the minority 
student, according to admissions and 
student development personnel. 
Clarence Terry, Jr., director of 
student development, said minority 
students still do not "gravitate" to the 
University because it does not offer 
social and minority identity. Bowling 
Green is a predominantly white com- 
munity ana the University may not 
offer social outlets geared to minori- 
ties. 
Several freshman minority stu- 
dents had mixed responses when 
asked about opportunity for minority 
identification and the reputation for 
prejudice at the University. 
"They don't even sell hair grease at 
the drug store," freshman pre-med 
major Cherie Hammonds, said, refer- 
ring to the predominantly white com- 
munity in Bowling Green. 
HAMMONDS SAID she came to the 
University with the preconception 
that it was prejudiced. Two of her 
high school teachers, one white, one 
black, told her of a prejudicial atti- 
tude here. 
"The white teacher said Bowling 
Green was prejudiced against women 
and the black teacher said they were 
prejudiced against blacks," Ham- 
monds said. 
But Hammond said she was at- 
tracted to the University for its aca- 
demic reputation. She said also she is 
accustomed to being around whites 
since she went to a predominantly 
white high school. 
"Half the people in my hall don't 
speak to me. I know there's some 
deep-set prejudice," Hammond said, 
although she "gets along" with her 
roommate. 
Kim Powell, freshman psychology 
major admitted "I was scared to 
come here," after hearing stories 
about the University. 
"If I had all white roommates I was 
going back home," Powell told her 
parents before coining to school. 
Powell said she heard prejudice 
would get worse as she got older 
because some minority students 
would not stay four years and she 
would be even more of a minority 
herself. 
"I DON'T KNOW what they have 
for blacks," Powell said of social 
opportunities here. "They do not have 
a black radio station." 
Chris Brooks, freshman commu- 
nications major, said he is happy with 
the social life here and that he identi- 
fies with both blacks and whites. 
However, be described one incident 
where he and a friend (also black) 
were in a cafeteria line and "The 
cafeteria lady said, 'C'mon Buckw- 
heat, what do you want?' to my 
friend." 
Cherron Collier, freshman business 
law major, said minority identifica- 
tion is difficult at the University be- 
cause there is no black community in 
Bowling Green. 
"The black people that go here are 
scattered and most are off campus," 
she said. Although there are activities 
for blacks on campus, she said they 
are usually "stuck at the Amani and 
the Commons." (Both are locations of 
frequently held minority dances and 
socials.) 
Collier said minorities are starting 
to get involved in UAO and SGA, 
which will help them to know where to 
find social involvement. 
"I think if people get involved they 
can help pull each other up," she 
said." 
Approval predicted in war powers compromise 
WASHINGTON (AP) - House and 
Senate leaders yesterday predicted 
approval of President Reagan's war 
powers compromise with Congress, 
as both chambers neared showdown 
votes on the plan authorizing U.S. 
Marines to remain in Lebanon for as 
long as 18 months. 
Reagan told Republican congressio- 
nal leaders at the White House that 
approval of the compromise "will 
demonstrate to Syria, the Soviets and 
others that the U.S. government is 
united," and "will enable us to ad- 
vance U.S. peacekeeping interests on 
(a) solid basis... " 
Speaker Thomas O'Neill said he 
thought there were enough votes in 
the Democratic House to pass the 18- 
month extension, with a final vote 
expected late yesterday. 
The speaker said about 100 Demo- 
crats probably would support the res- 
olution, alone with most of the 167 
Republican House members, to pro- 
vide a handy majority for approval by 
a margin of about SO votes. ''Yes, we 
think we can do it," he told reporters. 
As the debate began, Adm. James 
Watkins, acting chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, told the House Armed 
Services Committee that a 60-day 
limit would be "devastating" to U.S. 
goals in Lebanon. 
MARINE   CORPS   commandant 
Gen. Paul Kelley told the hearing that 
failure to approve the 16-month com- 
promise could undermine the newly 
declared cease-fire that will give the 
Lebanese Army time to claim control 
over warring factions. 
House Republican Leader Robert 
Michel of Illinois said it was "absolu- 
tely imperative" that Congress ap- 
prove an 16-month timetable "to get 
us over the politics of the presidential 
election year." 
Rep. Clement Zablocki, D-Wis., 
chairman of the House Foreign Af- 
fairs Committee, opened the final day 
of House debate by praising the com- 
promise as a well-considered, biparti- 
san effort. 
In the Senate, where the final vote is 
expected today. Majority Leader 
Howard Baker Jr., R-Tenn., said of 
the outcome: "It's not without risk, 
but we are in pretty good shape." 
One Senate Republican aide said a 
GOP vote count showed sufficient 
strength to pass the compromise and 
defeat any amendments to reduce the 
18-month authorization to a shorter 
period. 
-the bottom line- 
Lutherans 
consider 
Columbus 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Colum- 
bus is one of several cities under 
consideration to become national 
headquarters of the Lutheran church, 
which has 8.2 million members in this 
country. 
A 70-member commission is meet- 
ing here to complete plans for the 
church merger in January 1968. Addi- 
son Dewey, professor of law at Capi- 
tal University and one of the three 
Ohio delegates to the commission, 
said a final decision on a headquar- 
ters is expected sometime next year. 
Last year, the 3.2 million member 
Lutheran Church in America, the 17 
million m<"phff American Lutheran 
Church and the 300,600 member Asso- 
ciation of Evangelical Lutheran 
Churches agreed to merge. The com- 
mission was named to work out 
merger details. 
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editorial 
Childish students 
need reprimanding 
The Olscamp administration, namely Phil Mason, assis- 
tant to the president, has begun meeting with 18 angry 
Bowling Green residents living on Troup Avenue who are 
protesting the obnoxious behavior displayed by some Univer- 
sity students. 
In a letter to the editor of The Sentinel-Tribune, the 
residents decried the action of students in the Troup Avenue 
neighborhood. The actions cited range from ripping out 
shrubbery to urinating on residents' lawns. 
Olscamp followed this letter with a letter of his own. 
His letter said Mason will solicit suggestions about how the 
University might improve its efforts to cooperate with the 
city and nearby residents in addressing student behavior- 
related problems. 
It is indeed sad that our University president must publicly 
reprimand student behavior like a father scolding a child. As 
college students, we should be beyond such childish behav- 
ior; unfortunately, it seems some of us are not. 
Olscamp said, in his letter, "it should be understood that 
legally the BGSU police cannot and should not usurp the 
responsibility of the BG city police." 
It is good that Olscamp does not leave the matter in the 
hands of the campus police, but chooses to deal with it 
directly. 
If students were to take more responsibility for their own 
actions, they might be able to avoid the enforced reprimands 
of others. 
What to do to Mr Watt 
for latest slip of brain 
by Art Bwchwld 
No one seems to be able to take a 
Joke any more. When Secretary of the 
Interior James Watt said, in describ- 
ing a panel appointed to study the 
coal-leasing situation, "We have ev- 
ery kind of mix you can have. I have a 
black, I have a woman, two Jews and 
a cripple. And we have talent," he 
started another political firestorm. 
Watt managed, in one sentence, to 
offend a race, a sex, a religious group 
and almost every afflicted person in 
the United States. 
The last time he blew it was when 
he banned the Beach Boys from the 
Mall on the Fourth of July, then the 
White House decided to laugh it off by 
giving Watt a big foot with a hole in it 
where he shot himself. It made a 
great photo. 
The damage control people met 
right after Watt's new boo-boo to see 
what to give him this time. 
One political expert said, "Why 
don't we give him a large watermelon 
to stick in his mouth?" 
"How about letting him come out of 
the White House in drag and black- 
face, wearing a skullcap while sitting 
in a wheelchair?" 
A White House chief said, "I'm not 
sure the people he offended will see 
the humor in it." 
"Oh come on," another White 
House aide said. "If we can't laugh at 
ourselves in this country, we're in a 
lot of trouble." 
"We are in a lot of trouble," the 
political aide said. "The Chief spends 
all his time saying his administration 
has done more for blacks, women, 
minorities and the handicapped than 
any other president, and then that 
born-again nerd, in one stupid 
statement, blows it." 
"We have to come up fast with 
something that can get us off the 
hook." 
"Why don't we just publicly censure 
the guy?" 
"We can't do that. We'll only offend 
the people who thought his remark 
was very funny." 
"I have an idea. You know those 
things they have at carnivals where a 
guy sits on a platform and people 
throw balls at him, and every time 
they hit him he gets dumped in a tub 
of water? We could set one of those up 
on the White House lawn and invite 
the public to throw things at Watt. The 
president could throw the first ball." 
"That would be sort of fun, but don't 
you think it's slightly undignified for 
one of the president's Cabinet offi- 
cers?" 
"Not for Watt. He has a great sense 
of humor." 
"I have a crazy idea. Instead of 
treating it like a joke, why don't we 
get the president to fire the secre- 
at for? We have to give Watt a 
reason," a White House aide said. 
"We'll say we need the post to 
appoint a member of one of the groups 
he offended." 
"He offended a lot of people." 
"Suppose we found a black Jewish 
woman with one leg that was shorter 
than the other?" 
"I'm not against it, but where do we 
get one?" 
"We'll go through the mail that we 
have been receiving since he made his 
remark. I'm sure well find a candi- 
date there." 
"The president will have to make 
the final decision. In the meantime we 
have to put the fire out right away. 
Schedule the president to speak to a 
black group, a women's group, a 
Jewish group and a handicapped 
group in the next week." 
"It will be too obvious if he ad- 
dresses all of them at this time." 
"Well declare October Black Jew- 
ish Women's Handicapped Month. It's 
about time the president recognized 
them for what they've done for the 
country." 
Art Buchwald is a columnist for the 
Los Angeles Times Syndicate. 
Students can make USG strong 
by Jean Dlmeo  
Held annually during fall and 
spring semester, Undergraduate Stu- 
dent Government elections bring new 
and old faces to the campus political 
arena. And every year these elected 
students form the only student organi- 
zation that is supposed to represent 
all University students. 
But only about 10 percent of the 
student population takes the time to 
consider the candidates and vote on 
election days. I have followed the 
elections for three years now and the 
turn-out has always been the same. 
As USG public relations coordinator 
during spring quarter 1962,1 saw the 
mnHnit« of a new student govern- 
ment. I was happy to find that USG 
tried to represent students at meet- 
ings with administrators, tackling the 
pertinent issues - federal and state 
budget cuts and dorm policies, and 
now changes to the University Union 
and student legal services. 
But I think most students do not 
realize how much influence USG 
could have in determining these per- 
taining issues. A friend of mine who 
attends Syracuse University in New 
York told me more than 50 percent of 
the student body turns out for student 
government elections each year. Stu- 
dents are not afraid to voice then- 
concerns, and ultimately the universl- 
Sr's administrators pay a lot of atten- 
on to them. The administrators 
realize the importance of having a 
strong and representative student 
government. 
Syracuse is not Bowling Green. 
Easterners, in general, tend to be 
much more liberal than Midwestems. 
I can see the differences between the 
people I've met and the friends I have 
made here compared to those in my 
home state of New Jersey. But I think 
college students in all states are con- 
cerned with issues that affect them on 
their campuses. 
USG received $21,100 last year from 
the Advisory Committee on General 
Fee Allocations. That sum is more 
than most other campus organiza- 
tions will ever receive, and it Is sup- 
posed to be used for the benefit of all 
students. 
To me, $21,000 is a lot of money. 
More money than I will probably 
receive from my first job. Part of that 
121,100 belongs to me because, like 
other students, I support the general 
fee, and it's the money I have earned 
over the past four years to finance my 
education. 
Many students must find part-time jobs and receive some sort of finan- 
cial aid so they can afford the cost of a 
skyrocketing college education. But 
every year students allow their gen- 
eral student fee to be distributed by 
ACGFA to organizations like USG and 
they do not seem to care what USG 
does with the money. 
I can remember administrators 
telling me when I was involved with 
USG that students are always leveling 
complaints, but they never seem to 
know the facts behind the issues. I 
think that statement is justified, but I 
hate to believe students will not take 
an active role in University issues. 
Every student cannot voice his own 
opinion about issues that affect him, 
but be can use USG as the stepping 
stone to the administration. And if 
USG representatives could rally 
enough support, it could build a strong 
student voice on campus. 
It will take years before USG can 
became the voice of the students, and 
It will take concerned students to help 
USG in its mission. I am not saying 
USG will be able to stop budget cuts to 
education, the changes to the Union or 
fiancially support a student legal 
service, but I think it has the potential 
imputing of student concerns when 
these issues are finalized. 
So take the time to think about the 
University issues that concern you - 
what gripes you have to make or what 
things you would like to see changed. 
Then take a closer look at the can- 
diates in the USG elections. Your 
concerns will not be voiced unless 
competent and caring individuals are 
elected and if students start caring 
about college politics. 
I have seen USG senators try to 
promote USG programs and events in 
the past and I have seen their disap- 
pointment when the events failed be- 
cause of lack of student support. I 
really care about the quality of educa- 
tion I receive at the University, and 
the events, issues and changes that 
affect me. I would hate to think I am 
alone in the crowd. 
Jean Dimeo, a sports reporter with 
the News, is a senior journalism ma- jor from Clifton, N.J. 
Stop paying court hundreds in fines 
by James W. Bachman, Judge 
Students: You can STOP 
into my court hundreds of 
fines by avoiding needless violations 
of the law. 
"STOP" is an acronym for the 
following criminal and traffic laws 
that students, and other yound adults, 
commonly violate in this city. 
8 - Stop sign and Speeding offenses 
T - Trespass and Theft offenses 
O - Open container and Other petty 
offenses 
P - Prohibited alcohol concentra- 
tion while driving and Party offenses. 
Drivers at stop signs... stop and 
look... don't slow and go. A "rolling 
stop" is not a legal stop. For violating 
this law, the court's waiver amount 
(for fine and costs) is $55. Bicycle 
riders must obey the stop sign law 
also. 
Contrary to commor belief, the 
city's general speed liir ,t is 25, not 35, 
miles per hour. Therel jre, follow thls^ 
-  ..      ....   fr 1 
prudent rule: drive 25, unless other- 
wise posted. Violators pay a fine of 
one dollar per mile over the speed 
limit, plus court costs of $30. 
Private property is not the place to 
park your car without authorization. 
Commercial parking lots, such as at 
restaurants and financial institutions, 
are for customers only while doing 
business there. The court's waiver 
amount for trespass by automobile is 
$58.50. Additionally, the wrecker com- 
pany's towing fee is about $35 and its 
storage fee is about $5 per day. 
Shoplifting is not a Joke; dine-and- 
dash is not a prank. Each is a crimi- 
nal theft offense. The court's usual 
sentence is a $105 fine and costs, a 5- 
day suspended jail term, and a one 
weekend economic crime seminar 
(costing $35). Also, the conviction 
record is filed forever with this court, 
the Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investi- 
gation, and the FBI. Prospective em- 
ployers run record checks, and few 
hire thieves. 
I 
Possessing alcohol in open con- 
tainers is legal inside the bars, but 
illegal outside on the streets, side- 
walks, and other public places. A 
violation of the open container law 
carries a fine and costs waiver of $55. 
Other petty offenses are littering 
and disorderly conduct, such as uri- 
nating outside, fighting, or damaging 
property. They carry waiver amounts 
of $55 or more. 
Driving with a prohibited alcohol 
concentration of 0.10 grams or more 
per 210 liters of breath is now illegal, 
regardless of whether your ability to 
drive is impaired. As few as three 
drinks within the first hour of drink- 
ing can result in an illegal PAC. 
The court's usual sentence upon 
conviction of driving with a PAC is a 
$350 fine plus court costs, a three-day 
jail term (72 consecutive hours), a 60- 
day drivers license suspension (with 
no rights to drive for school or other 
personal reasons), and, at the con- 
victed driver's expense, an alcohol 
assessment interview, plus any fol- 
low-up education or treatment pro- 
gram for up to six months or more. 
Neighborhood parties are fu- 
ll. .. and legal... so long as the 
guests are quiet and civil. But. when 
they get out of hand, disorderly con- 
duct, unreasonable noise, failure to 
obey a police order to disburse, and 
more serious criminal charges result. 
Penalties range from $75 waivers to 
larger amounts. 
People can avoid all of the above 
criminal and traffic offense sanc- 
tions. By acting sensibly and legally, 
they will STOP paying hundreds of 
dollars into Bowling Green Municipal 
Court. They will be richer. The public 
will be safer. All will be happier. 
James W. Bachman is a Judge for 
Bowling Green Municipal Court. 
■■  ■>       « 
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Altering drinking habits a good move 
by Clint Ethan Oarber 
Over the past few weeks, I have 
witnessed a vast cadre of complaints 
and gripes by University students 
toward the proposal to raise the legal 
drinking age for all intoxicants in the 
state of Ohio to the ripe old age of 21. 
Presumably, all the voiced com- 
plaints were raised by students who 
are presently under the age of 21 and 
upon whom the raising of the drinking 
age would have the most effect 
I hereby sympathize with those 
individuals whose drinking habits 
may be temporarily altered by the 
proposed legislation to raise the Ohio 
drinking age, however, I empathize 
with those individuals whose lives 
may be permanently altered, if not 
indeed ended, if the proposed legis- 
lation is not enacted; I empathize 
because my life has been drastically 
altered for a year and a half due to a 
drunk driver who was under the age 
of 21. 
As Founder of the Bowling Green - 
Wood County Chapter of 
M.A.D.D.,(Mothers Against Drunk 
Driving) it is my responsibility to 
inform you, the voting public, that the 
proposal to raise the drinking age to 
21 is the product of innumberable 
studies and findings that attest to the 
fact that the olderthe driver/drinker, 
the fewer the alcohol related acci- 
dents, and henceforth, the fewer the 
maimings and murders by drunk 
drivers. If you don't believe me, just 
call and ask your, or your parents', 
insurance company for the facts on 
the relationship of drinking age and 
alcohol related accidents. 
It is absolutely absurd and volatile 
to mix Inexperienced drivers with 
alcohol, when those inexperienced 
drivers are also inexperienced drink- 
ers. The proposal to raise the legal 
drinking age to 21 in Ohio is a recogni- 
tion of that absurdity, and it Is long 
overdue. However, the proposal at 
hand is merely a step Hi the right 
direction, and it cannot be considered 
a means to an end; people of all ages 
are going to drink regardless of the 
legality of their actions, and they are 
going to get behind the wheel and 
drive home. 
However, if passed and enacted, the 
21 drinking age legislation would 
make the eventuality of people drink- 
ing regardless of their age indeed 
illegal and would also make the even- 
tuality a most difficult endeavor. In 
following, society would cease to al- 
low the blatant absurdity of people to 
drink before they are 21, and it would 
also cease to allow the blatant sense- 
less slaughter of human lives. 
Granted, the raising of the drinking 
Be in Ohio will not precipitate the 
al end of alcohol related highway 
fatalities in Ohio, but it will cut down 
on that fatal number. It seems to me, 
that if this legislation will save even 
one life, then opposing this legislation 
is nothing short of murderous. 
In closing. I am not God, nor do I 
pretend to be; I am just a human 
being with human ears, which hear 
the very human cries of the mothers, 
wives, fathers, husbands, sons and 
daughters, who have lost loved ones 
at the hands of drunk drivers, and 
with human eyes, I gaze upon the 
mutilated bodies of children who will 
never have a chance at a full life, 
because someone under 21 had to be 
part of the gang and have a few 
brews." before they drove home, 
and with a very heavy human heart, I 
urge you to support and vote for the 
raising of legal drinking age to 21, so 
someone out there will nave a chance 
to reach 21. 
Clint Ethan Garner, a sophomore 
broadcast journalism major, is the founder ot the Bowling Green-Wood 
County Chapter of Mothers Against 
Drunk Drivers (M.A.D.D.) 
Southside Johnny can 
still rock it up with best 
In regards to the album review 
written by Fats Miller, Entertain- 
ment Editor, in the BG Friday News 
magazine which featured Southside 
Johnny and the Jukes new album, 
Trash It Up, it's obvious that Miller's 
knowledge of Southside Johnny is as 
long as he took to review the album. 
Their new album can be compared to 
the bud's earlier albums which were 
written and produced with the help of 
Bruce Springsteen and Steve Van 
Zandt (Miami Steve). 
Concerning Miller's view that 
Southside must resort to doing beer 
commercials is a little far fetched. 
This beer commercial was filmed in 
New Jersey at a concert of Southside 
Johnny's. Johnny Lyon (Southside 
Johnny) is also very involved in pro- 
ducing music in movies, and the 
Jukes have appeared on the soap 
opera, "All My Children." Southside 
is turning more into the TV entertain- 
ment instead of continuing to produce 
more albums with the Asbury Juke 
Band. It is noticeable that the fantas- 
tic horn section is missed. But upon 
seeing Southside Johnny and the 
Jukes this summer, they still have an 
excellent horn section and can still 
"Rock It Up" with the best of them 
P.S. Miller should do himself a 
favor and go see a Jukes concert!! 
Oary Wilde 
121 University LA. 
Dean Nardecchl* 
121 University LA. 
Mike Barry 
MS 6th St. 
Friday's editor slighted, 
deserves private office. 
On behalf of Scott, I'm writing this 
note. The fact that he doesn't have an 
office is a disgrace! How is the Editor 
of "Friday" supposed to work? Shar- 
ing a desk for a guy as important as 
him is a blow to the ego. I suggest you 
Clear Views 
build his ego back up and do the 
proper thing of giving him an office. 
How hard could it be to find an empty 
office? 
Ken May 
Prout18 
Editor'! Note: As a result of Scott 
Carpenter's article "A Simple Re- 
quest From A (Sort Of) Important 
Person" which appeared in the Sept. 
23 issue of Friday, he now has his own 
office. The idiot who forgot to give 
him his "damn" office has suc- 
cumbed to furnishing him with mask- 
ing tape and a "Cubicle Sweet 
Cubicle*' plaque. He now has an ego to 
top Mt. Everest. The News regrets the 
error. 
• respond- 
The BG News Editorial Page is 
the campus forum for comments 
regarding articles in The News or 
important issues concerning the 
University and its community. 
Guest columns from members of 
the   University   community   are 
rdly accepted. If you would like 
write a "commentary" column 
please contact the editorial editor. 
Letters and guest columns 
should be typewritten, triple- 
spaced and signed. Your address 
and phone number must be in- 
cluded for verification. 
Letters to the Editor should not 
be longer than 200 words and guest 
columns should not be longer than 
500 words. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject letters or portions of letters 
that are in bad taste, malicious or 
libelous. All submissions are sub- ject to condensation. 
Address your comments to: 
Editor 
The BG News 
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Japan native 
at home here 
Dr. Tsuneo Akaha 
bg news stafl/Jomes Youll 
by Nancy Beach 
statl reporter 
Dr. Tsuneo Akaha is new at the 
University. He teaches international 
relations, speaks Japanese and En- 
glish fluently, and likes his wife's 
matzo ball soup. 
Akaha was born in Japan and lived 
there until he was 18. For his senior 
year of high school, he joined the 
American Field Service's foreign ex- 
change program and came to the 
United States. He lived with a family 
in Oklahoma. 
Even though he was half a world 
away from his place of birth, Akaha 
said he was never homesick. 
"The family I lived with was very 
warm and friendly. They made sure I 
was too busy to be homesick," Akaha 
said. 
He said he gave lectures about 
Japan and Japanese life in connection 
with the American Field Service, and 
joined the football and track teams at 
his high school. 
"WHEN I landed in San Francisco, 
I was with 134 other Japanese stu- 
dents who came on the AFS pro- 
gram," Akaha said. "We had 
intensive orientation at Stanford Uni- 
versity to adjust us to American cul- 
ture. We learned some American 
songs and dances and met some other 
high school students there." 
Akaha said he felt some culture 
shock for the first couple weeks, but 
as be became more adjusted it went 
away. 
"In San Francisco, I was surprised 
by the size of everything - the 
land.. .the   buildings.. .the   peo- 
ple. . .the roads," Akaha said. 
The change in diet turned out to be 
no problem. 
'1 was young then and I didn't have 
any problems with it," Akaha said. 
He said currently the Japanese diet is 
becoming more like that of America's 
with more fast food. But on the aver- 
age, the Japanese eat much less meat 
and more fish, chicken and fresh 
foods. Akaha said he and his wife go to 
Japanese restaurants about once a 
He said he decided he liked the 
United States so much he came back 
to study at Oregon State University. 
He earned a bachelor's degree and 
then went back to Japan to earn 
another bachelor's degree in Tokyo. 
He then returned to the United States 
to earn master's and doctorate de- 
grees at the University of Southern 
California. 
BEFORE HIS arrival in Bowling 
Green, he taught at the University of 
Kansas. 
Akaha said there were several rea- 
sons for his move to Bowling Green. 
"My wife is originally from Toledo 
and she felt the area would be good 
because we are close to so many 
major cities. Also, the job market is 
tight and you go where the jobs are. 
You don't really get to choose where 
you work," Akaha said. 
He added he has been married 
seven years. He and his wife Janet 
reside in Perrysburg. They met at 
USC. She was looking for a tutor in 
Japanese when they met. 
"I heard she was looking for a tutor, 
and I made myself available in both 
ways," Akaha said. 
Leaders 
campus 
■ 
discuss 
issues 
by JonetBoyer 
slot! reporter 
Campaign promises are not always 
kept but Brian Baird and Karen 
Washbush, Undergraduate Student 
Government president and vice presi- 
dent, have kept one of theirs'. 
During last year's elections the 
Baird/washbush team presented the 
idea of a council composed of all 
organizational presidents on campus. 
Earlier this month the Intra-Univer- 
sity Presidents' Council met for the 
first time. It has since established 
regular bi-weekly meetings. 
According to the newsletter pub- 
lished by IUPC, "The goals and pur- 
poses of the organization are to 
increase communication, support and 
understanding among and between 
student groups, and to unite student 
organizations on important social and 
political concerns regarding the Uni- 
versity." 
The meetings will be structured in 
such a way as to encourage the indi- 
vidual organizations to work as a 
team, Baird said. 
"It was decided that the meetings 
would be conducted by a rotating 
gavel and each organization could 
sign up to chair the meeting," he said. 
"The organization hopes that this 
method will elicit interest in the Coun- 
cil as a whole and promote the equal 
representation of all groups. 
''I think it is going well and we've 
had a lot of favorable responses," 
865-7438 
Jjian 
J& 354-2263 
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Belly-Grams 
Dallas Cowboy 
Cheerleader- grams 
• Dance-sir-grams 
• Birthday Parties 
• Bachelor/Bachelorette parties 
OCKEI   ROOM SPORTING GOODS 
NEW LOCATION 
109 N. Main 
352-7197 
•Everything For Your 
Sporting Needs! 
* Special Orders Welcome! 
1
 Engraving Done on Premises! 
"We're Good Sports" 
HOWARD'S ^ * 
Blues 
Confidential 
Baird added. 
ONE HUNDRED fifty invitations 
were sent out to campus organiza- 
tions and 31 were represented at the 
first meeting. 
"As word spreads I think more 
organizations will join," Baird said. 
sMy overall reaction of the meeting 
was good," Holly Harris, president of 
the pre-law society, said. 
"I think the organization has a lot of 
good potential. When there is an issue 
mat students need to act on they have 
a means of communicating to other 
organizations." 
As the group grows it will stimulate 
interest in issues the average student 
does not know are occurring, Baira 
sdid Some of the current topics IUPC 
plans to address include the proposed 
changes in the union and voter regis- 
tration. . 
The importance of getting people 
registerefl to vote was Drought to the 
attention of IUPC at the last meeting, 
Karen Reese, president of the Univer- 
sity Activities Organization, said. 
"I can bring information back to 
UAO and telfthem what is happen- 
ing," Reese said, adding that the 
students in UAO can do their part to 
get involved. 
"I think it's great because it allows 
everyone else to know what is going 
on in the other organizations and on 
campus," she added. 
; Gals Jean Jackets 
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Thurs. Canadian 
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{Outpost Western 
Store 
81 S. Main Downtown BG 
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"We bake our buns frnkdattu" 
510EWo©sier 
352-4487 3124114 
SUBS 
MWIBURQERS 
CHILI/TRIES 
Dexter's fresh subs torpedo competition 
How do you improve on 
something as mundane as the 
old, bulky, tough submarine 
sandwich? 
Find the tasty answer at 3476 
E. Broad St in a colorful eat-in, 
carry-out called Dexter's Sub 
Station. Subs come 12 ways, but 
the innovative appeal to me is a 
very fine whole wheat bun — 
baked on the premises. 
It is almost criminal to call 
Dexter's subs subs. Originally, 
when the submarine sandwich 
was invented, it was carnival 
food of more bread than sub- 
stance. It was all coarse and 
gummy, with little taste other 
than the spicy meat content 
Noah Webster's secondary 
meaning gives the sub names 
such as grinder, herb, hoagle, 
Italian sandwich, poor boy and 
torpedo. Most edible subs have 
been torpedoes to me. 
Dexter's subs come 12 ways 
on a very fine white bread, also 
baked therein, and on an excel- 
lent whole wheat bun. The real 
problem surfaces when you want 
to choose a couple to take home. 
DO IT DEXTER'S way. Eat 
your way down the menu: Sup-r 
sub with baked ham, salami, 
provolone cheese for 12.60; the 
super duper sub with pepperoni 
on all of the above for $4.20. 
There are variations: Steak sub 
with sliced sirloin for $3.60, a 
'turkey or tuna sub, each $2.65. 
My favorite is the Italian sau- 
sage doused with grilled onions 
and green peppers. Tab: $2.98. 
I gave up subs generations 
ago. It waa the bread, I recall. 
But a friend challenged me to 
give up Lindey's one evening and 
try Dexter's subs, any one of s 
dozen. I've now completed the 
entire dance card and may be- 
come a sub fan once again. 
Doral Gheno-veth 
THE GRUMPY 
GOURMET 
Do not confuse these with 
those loaf bread things you find 
in supermarket freezers. 
My first experience with 
Dexter's was an evening visit 
when the whole wheat was a few 
hours old, but still fresh. Very 
fresh. One midday foray 
produced a bun that was only 
minutes from the oven, I waa 
told. 
Customers can see the small 
bakery. Ingredients are mixed to 
Dexter's recipe, rolled and per- 
mitted to rise. Oven time is 17 
minutes, and the aroma lasts for 
hours. After cooling for a half- 
hour, the buns are moved out 
front and put into the assembly 
line. 
NOTE: THE HANDY menu 
mentions that a whole wheat 
bun is a dime extra. Why? It 
could very well be the lead item 
for Dexter's certain success sto- 
ry. 
Meat is fresh daily. Slicing 
and preparations are out in 
front. You may not notice it, but 
a cooler (marked Coke) behind 
the counter Is filled with fresh 
tomatoes, lettuce, onions, pep- 
pers and cheeses. It just tells me 
that Dexter's subs are not the 
same ss those conventional pre- 
fabs made in some converted 
car-wash. 
Now about that success story: 
Dexter's appears to be one of 
those Columbus culinary de- 
lights heading for a public stock 
listing. It is a private corpora- 
tion now, but this is the sort of 
product good enough to take 
public — both over the counter 
and In the over-the-counter 
investor market 
The Dispatch will publish 
The Grumpy Gourmet's 99 fa- 
vorite dining and wining estab- 
lishments on Sept. 13. The Dex- 
ter discovery came a bit late to 
make the list but I did manage 
to get another menu item on the 
"best dishes" list Dexter's Tex- 
as-style chili. 
DEXTER'S CHILI, to me. 
has everything Cincinnati com- 
pounds do, and the kidney beans 
to boot Very hot spices are used 
with real red chill peppers. 
There is no slacking on the meat 
so I class this dish for $1.09 as a 
good, filling meal. 
Unless influenced elsewhere 
in my periodic chili expeditions, 
Dexter's chili is best. 
There is a local burger insti- 
tution (since 1921) with a two- 
bite hamburger prepared with 
frozen, die-cut beef. Good, too. 
But those people should look 
over their corporal* shoulders. 
Dexter's has duplicated those 
miniburgers using freshly 
ground meat steamed bun and 
all. The regular is 40 cents and 
could become habit-forming. 
Dexter's Sab Station, 8475 E. 
Broad St, 231-7218. No reserva- 
tions, but carry-outs available 
on full menu. Open 11 a.m.-mid- 
night Sunday-Thursday: 11 a.m. 
1 ajn. Friday, Saturday. No 
credit cards. 
Restaurants are 
rated on 25 points, a 
maximum of five in 
each of five categor- 
ies. Dexter's re- 
ceived 4 tor food, 3 
for atmosphere, 3 
for service and 6 for 
cleanliness- win* 
rating did not per- 
tain. The Columbus 
Health Department 
hut inspected Dex- 
ter's on Aug. & 
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Sisses provide option   Aid misunderstood 
•* ■* MarvGltnon eial  Aid.  manv  students     be M consistent as Doasihle    nheaaiH ruMino"!' 
LltaButcanl 
reporter  
For women who want to 
participate in Bowling 
Green's neck system but 
cannot afford to invest the 
time or money sororities 
request, there is an alter- 
native - the Iil' Sis pro- 
gram. 
ursisses, established to 
provide support groups for 
various fraternities, has 
chapters in 12 of the 24 
fraternities here. 
Supporting the fraternity 
in social and athletic 
events, LIT Sisses also help 
with the fraternity's rush 
and any philanthropic ac- 
tivities that the house un- 
dertakes, said Debbie 
Svoboda, president of the 
Kappa Sigma Stardusters. 
•'we are there to help the 
Sig Eps," Lee Anne Cole, 
president of the Sigma Phi 
Epsilon Goldenhearts, 
said. 
In addition to being a 
support group, the Lil' 
Sisses also schedule many 
social  events  with  their 
brothers. 
Service to only one group 
makes for an independent 
organisation,   Svoboda 
"WE HAVE unity with 
the brothers, but we are 
also a separate group," 
she added. 
"WE ARE here to assist 
the house, not to date the 
brothers,'' she said. Vidd 
Watson, president of the 
White Roses, said if it is 
known that a pledge views 
the Lil' Sisses as a dating 
service, chances are that 
she will not be asked back 
to complete rush. Some 
fraternity members date 
Lil'States, but the practice 
is not common, Cole said. 
However, there is no pro- 
gram on campus which 
offers the same benefits to 
men. When asked why her 
sorority offered no "Lil' 
Brothers" program. Alpha 
Phi president Beth Thesing 
said, "We have a strong 
sisterhood. We don't need 
guys to motivate us." 
ry ibs
ossistant ccpy editor 
During the course of a 
student's academic career 
here, it is almost inevitable 
that he will bear a fellow 
student voice some com- 
plaint about financial aid. 
Many students do not 
understand why they can- 
not receive financial aid 
while another student, 
whom they perceive to be 
in much the same circum- 
stances, can. 
According to Conrad Mc- 
Roberts, director of Finan- 
c , y
might see the process of 
financial aid as a rather 
cold, cut-and-dried one. 
McRoberts, who came to 
the University staff in 
July, said that each case is 
figured on a standardized 
formula to determine the 
level of need of a partic- 
ular student. 
McRoberts said one 
problem stems from the 
student concern regarding 
"need based on whose defi- 
nition?" 
He added the goal of the 
financial aid program is to 
as  p ssibl , 
from one student to the 
next. 
"STUDENTS in similar 
sets of circumstances can 
expect the same from us," 
be said. 
McRoberts also said the 
overall need for aid typ- 
ically exceeds the amount 
of money available. 
Jerrie Mutton, account 
clerk at the office of finan- 
cial aid, said many stu- 
dents don't know exactly 
what financial aid is avail- 
able. 
"If we don't award aid 
they usually stop there," 
she said, adding "if they're 
not satisfied with the an- 
swer they get first they 
should call and ask to see a 
counselor." 
Hutton also said one of 
the biggest problems 
stems from students not 
completing the necessary 
terms properly or failing to 
turn in all the needed 
forms. 
McRoberts said many 
students hear other stu- 
dents talking about finan- 
cial aid who might not 
really know what they're 
talking about. 
Learn haw to hake and take home what fan make! 
BAKERY WORKSHOP 
at 
JACK'S BAKERY, E. WOOSTER 
Tues. Oct. 4, 1983, 7:00 pm 
$3.50/person 
PAYMENT UPON SISN-UP IN 
UAOOmCE 
-dateline- 
Yearbook - Students may 
pick up their 1963 year- 
books today through Fri- 
day, W p.m., in the Foyer 
of the University 
Bookstore. 
Red Cross - Those who 
wish to sign up for Red 
Cross Training clases be- 
ing held Oct. 14-16 can ob- 
Sept. 29,1983 
tain a registration form in 
201 Memorial Hall. For 
further information con- 
tact Dr. Janet Parks, 372- 
2876. 
Sale - Goods for the 
Women for Women Rum- 
mage sale, being held Sept. 
30 and Oct.l, may be 
dropped off at the United 
Christian Fellowship Cen- 
ter, 313 Thurstin, from 9-7 
p.m. 
SRC - Improvements for 
the Student Recreation 
Center will be discussed 
during a brain-storming 
session today at 3 p.m. in 
the Hooley Conference 
Room. The meeting is open 
to all. 
Catholic parish 
keeps growing 
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12M3 MASK* I 
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I          Jeans n' Things i 
v         531 Ridge        ' 
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Is Coming 
Nov. 17 
by Tom Fox 
reporter 
Twenty-five years ago, 
St. Thomas More Parish 
first opened the doors of a 
chapel built entirely by 
student volunteers. Today 
the church is about 3,000 
members strong. 
How does one account 
for this a mating growth in 
size? According to the Rev. 
John Blaser, pastor at St. 
Thomas More, the major 
reason is the growth of the 
University. 
Blaser also attributed 
the growth to a change in 
attitudes toward religion in 
the past few years. 
"The students have a 
much more open attitude 
toward religion than they 
had in the 60s and 70s. This 
is a much calmer period," 
he said. 
The parish was founded 
in 1958 as a Newman Club. 
Newman Clubs are nation- 
wide Catholic based social 
organizations. They serve 
college students of all de- 
nominations. According to 
Blaser, St Thomas More 
switched to a more parish- 
type atmosphere in the late 
As for celebrating the 
25th anniversary, the 
church has many activities 
planned. Included in these 
is a 5-kilometer run on Oct. 
1. Also included are two 
reunions, one for the 
alumni from 1958-1968, and 
one for the alumni from 
1968-1983. 
*■   '    '    •    ' WHHHH 
ROCK   STAR   PHOTO] [ 
SALE 11 
COLOR PHOTOS OF ALL OF YOUR FAVORITES 
THE STONES, STEVIE NICKS, THE WHO, AND MANY      g I 
MORE!   Promenade Lounge, Union9 I 
OCT 3 - OCT 7 frames lor photos also soldi I 
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NORTHEND PIZZA 
$2.00 OFF 
16" Pizza with 
2 or more items 
FREE DELIVERY 
Expires: 10-15-83 
I 
I 
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•WaSMtTH OCtCTl KXJNDWC*MBBB» 
Omnibus 
Sale An intriguing mixture of Pier I s most popular items at special prices all this week. 
Floor cushions 
Sale 12.88 
Reg 1° 99 Big 27" 
pillows in assorted 
colors & prints Save . 
15% on each one! 
Give to a coed re- 
turning to dorm 
TM 
Sale 1.44 
Reg I 99 Cinnamon- 
orange tea in a 4 oz 
sack while you're 
shopping, find a 
beautiful tea set too 
Pier I has dozens1 
Papaaan chair 
Sale 119.88 
Reg 159 99 You II get 
a sturdy, dark 
stained rattan base 
and huge cushion, 
both for one low 
price From Thailand 
Dinnerware 
Sale 20% off 
Reg I 49-1 99 white 
earthenware, single 
blue line encircling 
each piece Plates 
bowls 6 mug Dish- 
washer safe  Italy 
Regatta barware 
Sale 25% off 
Reg I 49 each HI- 
balland double old- 
fashioned glasses 
with red. blue or yel- 
low stripe" Stock uy 
and save 
Paper blinds 
Sale 7.88-14.88 
Reg I2 99-2V99 Our 
window treatments 
of white rice paper 
]VM.' )»6.' 4«6' 6 
6x6'. trim to fit any 
window From Taiwan 
Votive candles 
Saleea. 16c 
Reg 25c A dozen 
scents lor only a lew 
cents! Colorlul can- 
dles fot table, man- 
tel, windowsill Light 
and delight 
Twist table 
Sale 19.88 
Rig 24 99 An attrac 
*'ve endtable. or put 
beside one of our 
I ii" chairs and set 
magazines on it. 
H.  Philippines. 
Sale prices good one week only 
Floor stocks only — no rain checks 
MB"** 
Incense 
Sale 50% off 
Reg. J9c-I 79 As- 
sorted scents lor a 
lew cents! Entire 
stock Exotic aromas 
wafting through the 
air dispel odors 
e 
Paper lanterns 
Sale 1.98-3.88 
Reg 2.99-4.99. For 
back-to-school lawn 
parties, or cover 
bulbs in den. dining 
room playroom. 
While. 12-19" Taiwan 
King chair 
Sale 29.88 
Reg 39 99 Our 54" 
tall economy king ol 
handwoven buri is 
perfect for den or 
sunroom. Cushion 
extra Philippines 
Stereo unit 
Sale 29.88 
Reg 59 99 Natural 
pine stereo shelving 
Room  for all  an 
audlophlle's equip- 
ment »2v4"H x 32"W 
From Denmark 
Hep 1 oports 
HOURS: Mon.-8at.: 10lm 9pm. Sun. noon 6pm ossssssa 
TOLEDO: K03 MONROE ST. (1 1/2 ml. West ol Franklin Park Mall) •M2-33S1 pkn 
TOLEDO: 3410 A GLENDALE AVE. (Southland Shopping Center) •3S2-S2M j^=d 
Shop-by-mail catalog due X) t S3 Wnte Oepl C-1. 2520 W Frwy. Fort Worth. TX 76»2 \9w] 
ISMBttl 
iVATAN'S IMPORTS SGIFTSf 
"FOR THE PERFECT GIFT" 
I • Jewelry • Glassware 
1 • Wood Products • Teapots 
I • Pottery • Cups & Saucers 
352-7197 
... And get a very 
special deal 
THIS CARD ENTITLES BEARER TO A 10 
DISCOUNT ON ANY FOOD AND BEVERAGE 
PURCHASE AT ANY L-K RESTAURANT 
LK 
1450 E.WOOSTER 
Just come and ASK for a card—no strings—no purchase necessary 
taaaaaaaai 
BGSU'S MOST EXCITING NIGHT SPOT ISN'T 
«Af IN BOWLING GREEN 
*** BUTTONS 
THURSDAY 
ROCK'A^BILLY 
ifJiQFJ. 
 state/world— 
Search slowed Media oppose order 
by high winds 
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TOKYO (AP) - High 
winds yesterday appar- 
ently hampered the U.S. 
and Soviet search for the 
wreckage of the South Ko- 
rean airliner the Soviets 
shot down, and U.S. offi- 
cials continued to deny 
that new signals had been 
picked up from the plane's 
black boxes. 
Officials of the Japanese 
Maritime Safety Agency 
said with winds ranging up 
to 27 mph in the search 
area west of the Soviet 
island of Sakhalin, the 13 
Soviet and seven U.S. ships 
appeared to do little. 
The Japanese patrol 
boat Daisetsu reported the 
U.S. Navy tug Narragan- 
sett threw a yellow cable 
into the sea. But the Dai- 
setsu said it saw no launch- 
ing", of submersibles or 
other undersea operations. 
In Washington, Alan 
Romberg, the deputy State 
Department spokesman, 
said the U.S. vessels were 
searching an area near 
Moneron Island. 
"I understand that in the 
past 24 to 48 hours the 
search has been focused on 
a 14-square-mile nautical 
mile area in which the 
Navy feels it has the best 
probability of picking up 
another signal from the 
black box, if it is still trans- 
mitting," 
CINCINNATI (AP) -Me- 
dia lawyers were told Mon- 
day they would have to 
wait a day before they can 
argue against a judge's 
order that limits news cov- 
erage of a murder trial. 
Richard Creighton, law- 
yer for The Cincinnati En- 
quirer, one of the news 
organizations opposing the 
order, said be considered 
Monday's delays "a tem- 
pest in a teapot." 
Toe Enquirer, The Cin- 
cinnati Post and four 
broadcast stations are joining forces to oppose a 
Sept 19 order by Common 
Pleas Judge Norbert Na- 
del, which restricts photo- 
graphing defendant 
Michael Beuke and prohib- 
its trial participants from 
talking with reporters. 
Also opposing the order 
are television rtauons 
WKRC and WLWTtnd ra- 
dio stations WCKY and 
WWEZ. 
Beuke, 21, of Cincinnati, 
is accused of killing one 
man and injuring two oth- 
ers in what has been 
dubbed the "hitchhiker 
shootings." Authorities be- 
lieve the three victims 
were assaulted bv a hitch- 
hiker they picked up. 
Beuke laces 10 charges, 
including aggravated mur- 
der, aggravated robbery, 
kidnapping and attempted 
aggravated murder. He 
could be sentenced to the 
electric chair if he is con- 
victed of the June 1 murder 
of Robert Craig, a Cincin- 
nati man whose body was 
found alone a road in rural 
Clermont County. 
THE   LAWYERS   are 
asking the Ohio 1st District 
Court of Appeals for an 
order to prevent Nadel 
from enforcing challenged 
portions of his order. They 
look the case before the 
appeals court after Nadel 
refused to conduct a hear- 
ing on their objections. 
The lawyers say Nadel's 
order imposes restrictions 
that violate First Amend- 
ment rights. They also ar- 
gue thai he imposed the 
restrictions  without  pro- 
viding notice or an oppor- 
tunity to be heard. 
The appeals court had 
scheduled a hearing in the 
case Monday morning, but 
it was delayed by confu- 
sion over whether Nadel 
had been served with no- 
tice of the challenge to his 
order. 
Then Nadel's lawyer, 
Hamilton County chief as- 
sistant prosecutor Leonard 
Kirschner, told the appeals 
court he intended to file a 
request asking for dis- 
missal of the challenge to 
Nadel's order. 
Surprise! $10,000! 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) 
- An anonymous donor 
from Milwaukee has given 
$10,000 to William Bernard 
Jackson, who spent 4% 
years in prison for two 
rapes which Dr. Edward 
Jackson Jr. later admitted 
committing. 
An unmarked envelope 
containing a cashier's 
check made out to Jackson 
arrived this week at the 
offices of The Columbus 
Dispatch along with an un- 
signed letter. 7
'I don't believe this. 
Look at this," Jackson, 31, 
said as he tore open the 
envelope and saw the 
check with "a whole lot of 
zeros" on it Tuesday. 
Until last week, Jackson 
had been unemployed 
since his release from 
prison. William Jackson 
was Jailed in 1978 for two 
rapes, but released in Sep- 
tember 1982 when Edward 
Jackson was arrested. 
The innocent Jackson 
was hired by the Sutphen 
Corp. last week after com- 
pany executives read a 
newspaper account of his 
efforts to find work since 
being released from 
prison. 
BUT THE Milwaukee 
mystery man iced the cake 
with his check. Dispatch 
executives reseated the en- 
velope before a reporter 
delivered it to Jackson dur- 
ing a break on his Job. 
"Don't write anything 
about this until I get to the 
bank," Jackson said, hold- 
ing the check in a shaking 
hand. "Boy, this comes 
right on time. Right on 
time. Who is the guy? Do 
you have an address? I'd 
like to write him a letter 
and thank him. 
"I think I'll take my little 
girl somewhere, Kings Is- 
land maybe. I haven't had 
the money to take her any- 
where," he said. "She can 
have a party. You know I 
am. I'm going to put some 
of it away, bank it. I'll have 
to open a bank account." 
SIGN UP NOW 
for 
CPR WORKSHOP 
Tues - Oct 11, 18 
6 - 10 pm 
PERRY    CROGHAM     ROOM, 
UNION 
$18.00/person 
Payment upon sign-up in 
UAO OFFICE 
JT      MIXER     %> 
Oct. 1 1983 
9:00 pm- 1:00 pm 
STUDENT SERVICES FORUM 
50c admission 
LOTS OF DANCING AND GOOD TUNES! 
I SCHMIDT'S BEER BALLS : 
S    ICE COLD & EASY TO HANDLE    • 
EN   Whit* ROMs    EN   WnKtRosM   EN   White Hoaii       EN    Whtto> Rosas 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE J 
PRESENTS J 
THE REAL 
INSPECTOR HOUND j 
Sept 28-Oct 1 
Joe E. Brown Theatre 8:00 Dm 
************* 
Tickets $1.50 at the door 
SIGMA NU LITTLE SIS 
RUSH 
Exotic Drink Night 
TONIGHT7:3!T - 9:35 
at the EN House 
r 
EN   Whits Ho—»     ENl    WhHe Ro—»    EN    While Row      EN   White Ro—i 
FRITO LAY 
POTATO CHIPS 
DIET 
SPRITE 
99* : 
8 oz. package ^ 
79* : 
2 liter bottle • 
*¥tir\CK£TEERS 
DAIRY QUEEN BUILDING      FACING R.R TRACKS t 
Phi Delia Thela 
Announces its new fall pledge class 
Matt Schemine 
Todd Smith 
Jim McVeigh 
Tim Kennedy 
Chris Cunningham 
Jim Ferrato 
Karl Goldsward 
Jeff Phillips 
Tom Dountz 
Duffy Stanton 
Gary Gundling 
Dave Pershing 
CONGRATULATIONS 
Weekend Special 
Thurs. Fri. Sat. 
Dress Blouses 
solids, prints, stripes 
Entire Stock 
VA Off 
The Powder Puff 
525 Ridge St. 
MYLES PIZZA PUB s.* E. ** 
-^ 
Mon.-Tues. 11:00 A.M. - 2:00 A.M. 
HOURS: Wed.-Sat. 11:00 A.M. - 3:00 A.M. 
Sunday Noon - 2:00 A.M. 
LUNCH SPECIALS DAILY 
352-1504 
FREE DELIVERY 
12 Inch Pizza 
Coupon Good 
For 
3 Free Like 
On Delivery 
$.60 
Inside 
14 Inch Pizza 
Coupon Good 
For 
4 Free Like 
On Delivery 
$.80 
Inside 
Checee  
Each Item 
Added  
Item* available: 
I r.-Ji (.I.IUH.1 Ht'.l 
I t.-.h adun •■•.,.,*.KK 
H.MI K*...I BIT. 
K. ■ Haiti smp- 
I..-.I, di.vn 1',-pp.t, 
lu-sh I..iii.ii.. si,,,-. 
Ufofe turn* IkMHh 
MI,! ftp-wi K:...(. 
Stamp     -..   - •. 
- Pizza - 
9" 12" 
3.20 4.25 
55 .80 
14" 
5 50 
.90 
16" 
6.75 
1.15 
Tk, 
DnuM.- (hm. 
HI. k D.„„|h 
C«ii.t,li4n IW.,n 
(IT..uii.l Hull.il,. 
I n-.li I lin.iii. 
(u.vn Olu.-. 
HUkOln.-. 
Hi.( IVppt-i Kinq. 
Htm 
l\pp.i..ii- 
I'w.ipplv 
11*4 EM. 
Stltnii 
M„.hi..,.n. 
Sawilimn 
An, !,..,„■. 
- LOVERS PIZZA - 
Plua'e Made Specially For.. 
(Sorry - no substitutions) 
r      ir 
Mv.u l.ivfi.      (iniiiiul tv»-l 
NNMur li.nn \ ,4II,IIII.MI h,t.,,'i       S#e        7.M 
V*erMMnLnvei     Hi.uk < >!„.•. 
ntu4,i,i<ini.   >jf«'..n pvppv!.   <*n,l 
,-,-„,.,,„ uh.j,«h,Mi.i.K>ah sa«       725 
llii.ikta.1 l.mcr.       lu'.h «-,jy. Ami 
Iwini   ..1U.AJV ,11 hA.„i -Hip. 3.70 5   10 
Sp,,. I.,.,,.,.        IVppi'loii. 
-,,:^m:   ,ui,l ll.l.n ..„.rty* 4   10 $.90 
Wild W.--I l.nwr.        (imuiul 
bullAlu   mn.hMH.m- .ii,l 
I-.*,.,,-Hip. 4 IS 4 00 
K,"KI l.n\t-T.      S.uttg>>  Kfrl 
p«T>pfi,ini   mu.hM.irm   hUck 
■ ■In.',   hrtm   qi*m pvppvr. 
<IIIHHI dtitl, .It* , h,-,..* 
Tl.,p**l I.II^I.        P ii«-*ppV «i„] 
-h.imp.„,«h..k-«"Hld.iu^ 4.7S *7S 
14* 
■ SO 
16* 
1050 
075     HIS 
6 25 
7 SO 
77S 
*.M 
».« 
7 25        1040       1250       IS SO 
■ 10       10 IS 
*_.. 
75* OFF 
Any 14" (1) Item Or More 
PIZZA 
(l\| COUPON PER ORDER 
EXPIRE*- 1"  IS HI 
P i* in 
(0    ifi 
£   -s j II E 
o 
:* E 
i5§o 
Ml 
D 
4> M 
VO 
FREE 
6-Pack of Pop 
With Any 16~ 
(2) Item. Or More 
Pins. 
ONE COUPON PER ORDER 
EXPIRES III  IS H.I 
$
 1.25 OFF 
Any 16" (1) Item Or More 
PIZZA 
ONE COUPON PER ORDER 
EXPIRES in IS m d 
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Falcons blank Eastern, 4-0 
by St«v« Quinn 
sports reporter 
Instead of winning lust one 
match yesterday, Bowling 
Green's soccer team may 
have won two. 
The Falcons defeated East- 
ern Michigan by a score of 4- 
0, at Mickey Cochrane Field 
but yesterday afternoon BG 
coach Gary Palmisano dis- 
covered a season-opening loss 
to West Virginia may become 
a win for the Falcons. 
LAST SATURDAY the Do- 
minion Post reported that be- 
cause of the use of an 
academically ineligible 
player, WVA will have to for- 
feit the win. The player re- 
ported to be ineligible -Celso 
Ferreria - scored two goals 
and an assist against the Fal- 
cons when both teams com- 
peted at the Akron Children's 
Hospital Classic. 
According to NCAA rules, 
if the forfiet is declared offi- 
cial then BG will go on record 
as winners by a score of 1-0. 
Palmisano said he still has to 
wait for an official reply from 
WVA's athletic department 
regarding the forfeit 
THE FIRST match the Fal- 
cons won was nothing out of 
the ordinary. 
• For the fourth time in five 
matches they have been on 
the winning side of a shutout. 
Falcon opponents have aver- 
Med only one goal per match 
season and have only 
scored once in the last five 
matches. 
• On the other side of the 
coin the Falcons has put the 
ball In the net 13 times. They 
have constantly pressed op- 
CHits' defenses early to set 
tone of the match. 
• BG players have been 
coming off the bench provid- 
ing the depth needed to give 
the kickers a balanced at- 
tack. Against the Hurons, BG 
used five players off the 
bench including senior Bill 
Roberts and freshman Gary 
Mexicotte, Tom House. 
Andres Guerra, and Nan Chul 
Shin. 
"WE PLANNED to use a 
lot of people," Palmisano 
said. "With the condition of 
the heat, I wanted to get other 
rople in the game. It did not 
any way break the concen- 
Like to know how     wine is made? 
Come to the 
Klingshirn Winery Tour 
October 15 
Sign up thru Oct. 13 
in UAO office. Must 
be 21 and have valid 
driver's license. 
$7 fee includes tour 
and wine tasting 
tration of the game." 
It was the bench that pro- 
vided the necessary scoring 
for the Falcons. Roberts led 
the team with two goals and 
an assist. His goals have 
come in bunches this year. He 
has a total of five with the 
other three coming against 
St. Bonaventure. 
ROBERTS' FIRST goal 
came with 17:23 remaining in 
the first half with the assist 
going to Dennis Wesley. His 
second goal, the third BG 
tally for the day, came at the 
34:43 mark in the second half. 
Assisting on the goal was 
Mark Jackson. 
"I was just in the right 
place at the right time in both 
occasions," Roberts said. 
"Jackson put a beautiful 
cross and I just put it in the 
net." 
Roberts performance was 
no surprise to Palmisano. 
"BILLY HAS been very 
consistent the past two 
years," Palmisano said. "He 
may not score two or three 
goals every game but his 
overall effort is always 
there." 
The Falcons' second goal of 
the match came on a Neil 
Ridgway penalty kick. The 
Huron Penalty occured when 
an EMU defender shoved Bill 
Roberts within the goalkeep- 
er's box. After the penalty, 
Ridgway put the ball past 
Huron goalkeeper Brian 
Brode, who had no chance to 
stop Ridgway's shot. In fact, 
a Ridgway body fake forced 
Brode to dive in the opposite 
direction of the ball. 
TEAM LEADING scorer, 
Wesley, rounded off the Fal- 
con scoring with his 10th goal 
of the year, with Roberts as- 
sisting. 
It is probably no coin- 
cidence uiat the BG's top 
three scorers provided the 
offensive output for the Fal- 
cons yesterday. Wesley has a 
leading total of 20 points with 
Ridgway in a close second at 
16.   Roberts'   performance 
fave him a third place total of 
2. 
A 4-0 score might be a little 
deceiving of Palmisano's 
thoughts of BG's perfor- 
mance. 
"I was not pleased with the 
overall effort of the team," 
Palmisano said. "We had 
four to five individuals who 
had an excellent day. For us 
to be successful, a team effort 
has to be carried on to the 
field." 
pholo/Phil Masturzo 
Falcon striker Mladen Madancic battles an unidentified Eastern 
Michigan player In yesterday's 4-0 Falcon win at Mickey Cochrane 
Field. 
JfesrKwI Series! 
-^ ~ J ... ••..Vienna: 
Murray Ferahia, pianist 
November 17.1983 
NewWbrldStri rtet 
Philip Jones Brass Ensemble 
AplH1W4 
SUBSCRIBE NOW!! 
Phone: 372-0171 
Presented by the College of Musical Arts. BGSU 
VIEW! 
EVERYTHING LOOKS BETTER 
THROUGH CORRECT PRESCRIPTION LENSES 
Ok11 
SUNDANCE 
ILLINOIS-OHIO 
Every Thursday is 
Mexican 
Margarita Day! 
0p«n Daily 
Dining Ham-lam 
Bar Open until 230am 
ii SUMMERGREEN" 
STARTS THIS FALL 
w-  - 
„   906Napolean 
353-8381 
Hardy Mums, Fall Pantlas, 
Perennials, FALL 
Complete Line of Shrubbery    IS 
\^Flower Farm 
352-1092 110 M. Mai* B O. Okie 
MM VMM IMS AND HUM* MNKAlUNSANDnAMI- $29«8   $4988 
Including your cnoic* of over 1.000 currant from* fothlont. Tintod. ptattfc. owarsli*. 
out o» (lock Inm prtcod htghor. 
FOR SOFT 
CONTACT 
LENSES 
ITB EXAMMfD IT M. UMKTN«. MRU, Q.D. 
■Standard daar glau plus — 40Q lo — JOB Cyl. 
* 'Exam prkad •aparataly 
All MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME 
PAGLIAI'S 
PIZZA 
EASI-440 E. COURT 
352-1596 
SOUTH-945 s. MAIN 
EVERY THURSDAY 
LASAGNA DINNER 
(*<&Qa 
11 am - 
$1.50 
9 pm 
("tiCJa 
This Special Dine-In, Pick-Up, 
or Delivered on Campus. 
M M 
SAJ 
Body-building   Student Price   { 
perms $30 with cut 
CALL RON OR MINDY 352-2107 
ROMAN'S 
Stadium Plan, 1616 E. Woosler, B.C. ■—>*—■ n w w w M 
—sports 
Falcons injury-ridden 
The scoreboard showed 17-14 in 
favor of Bowling Green after Satur- 
day's dash with Miami. But the 
aftermath of the contest could 
rre the Falcons to be the losers 
the  long run - not to the 
Redskins, but to injuries. 
The BG defense, a unit bom- 
barded in their first two games 
against Fresno State; BG 35, FSU 
27, and Brigham Young; BYU 63, 
BG 28, but on the verge of shutting 
out long-time rival MU, when the 
backfield began to drop like flies. 
Three of the four starters in the 
backfield were sidelined at the 
time the Redskins made their 
fourth quarter surge. One of which 
- Ted Shingleton - re-injured his 
knee and will not return for this 
Saturday's game at Eastern Michi- 
gan. 
The other two. Martin Bayless 
(sternum contusions) and Melvin 
Marshall (knee sprain) are ques- 
tionable for Saturday. 
MARSHALL IS fifth on the team 
in tackles with 12 solos and six 
assists. He also has one intercep- 
tion which he returned for an 80- 
yard touchdown against BYU. 
Possibly the biggest worry would 
have to be with Bayless, a first 
team all-conference selection a 
year ago and leading the team in 
Interceptions with four this season. 
Bayless had two interceptions 
against MU, upping his Mid-Ameri- 
can Conference record statistic to 
24 in his career. 
ON OFFENSE, the Falcons lost 
their top rusher in tailback Andre 
Jackson. The sophomore under- 
went knee surgery Tuesday and 
will not return the remainder of the 
season. 
Jackson gained 151 yards on 34 
carries and scored three touch- 
downs this season. He will be re- 
placed by sophomore Darryl Story. 
"Those are really fine football 
players," head coach Denny Stolz 
said about his four losses. "We can 
replace Jackson, I feel, with Story. 
''He's (Jackson) a good player. 
He's a much more big play man. 
More so than 'Cowbay (last year's 
tailback Bryant Jones) or Chip (Often)." 
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Sipe 'unaware' of USFL's offer 
BEREA, Ohio (AP) - Cleveland 
Browns quarterback Brian Sipe said 
he was surprised by reports that a 
United States Football League team 
has offered him a contract. 
The lOth-year veteran said he con- 
sidered the reported offer from the 
New Jersev Generals a "compli- 
ment," but he said be was personally 
unaware of such an offer. 
"I have too much on my mind to be 
involved with that," Sipe said. 
Sine's agent, Ed Keating of Cleve- 
land, also said he had not received 
any offer from the Generals. 
"I have not bad any contact with 
them," Keating said.r'I have talked 
to the league office about their (the 
Generals') new ownership. I would 
think that based on what I've heard, I 
would suppose they'll be in touch." 
Keating said he would certainly 
expect Sipe to listen to any such offer, 
although Keating said Sine would 
prefer to wait untO the end of the year 
before dealing with contract matters. 
"I THINK ANYBODYD be a fool 
not to consider something like that," 
Keating said. "After all, it's the law of 
economics. There aren't many Brian 
Sines around." 
Sipe, the National Football 
League's most valuable player in 
1980, Is in the last year of a four-year 
contract with the Browns, according 
to Jim Bailey, Browns' vice president 
and general counsel. 
"This is the first I've heard of an 
offer being made to Brian," said 
Browns' majority owner Art Modell. 
"But I think I know Brian well and I 
think he's too much of a professional 
to let this be a distraction to him and 
the Browns." 
The New York Daily News reported 
Wednesday that Generals' spokes- 
man Jim Gould had said: "Yes, we 
have made him (Sipe) an offer. A 
representative from our team was 
sent there (to Cleveland) yesterday to 
talk to Brian and give him a three- 
year contract offer. Now, we are 
expecting back some sort of answer 
back from Sipe or his attorney within 
the next 48 to 72 hours." 
THE GENERALS were sold last 
week to wealthy New York real estate 
developer Donald Trump, and the 
team is also reportedly trying to lure 
Coach Don Shula from the Miami 
Dolphins for f 1 million a year. 
Sipe is currently making an esti- 
mated $345,000 a year. The Generals' 
alleged offer would reportedly double 
that. 
Browns Coach Sam Rutigliano said 
he knew nothing about the offer. 
"I don't think Brian Sine would get 
involved in anything right now except 
the success of the Cleveland Browns," 
Rutigliano said. "That has nothing to 
do with what I need to do and he needs 
to do to beat the Seattle Seahawks this 
week." 
Asked if such an offer could be a 
distraction to the players, partic- 
ularly Sipe, Rutigliano said, "Only if 
the people inside this building who are 
getting ready for Seattle make it a 
distraction." 
More Browns football 
CLEVELAND (AP) - There was 
more than a little bit of 1980 in the 
Cleveland Browns team that beat the 
San Diego Chargers 30-24 in overtime 
this week, says Browns Coach Sam 
Rutigliano. 
In 1980, the Browns were probably 
the best, and certainly the luckiest, 
team in the National Football 
League's American Conference Cen- 
tral Division. They were known as the 
"Kardiac Kids" for their last-minute 
victories, and they won the division at 
11-6. 
On Sunday, in upping their record to 
3-1, the Browns displayed the same 
kind of offensive explosiveness, and 
the same luck. 
Rutigliano candidly admitted the 
club would have lost to the Chargers 
had it not won the coin toss to receive 
the overtime kickoff. 
TLL TELL YOU right now, if we 
had lost the toss, we would have lost 
the game," Rutigliano said. "We 
wouldn't have stopped them. There 
was too much going on." 
Two key people in the four-play 
overtime drive that won the game for 
Cleveland were quarterback Brian 
Sipe and wide receiver Dave Logan. 
Logan caught a critical third-down 
pass for a first down near midfield. 
and Sipe then combined with tight end 
Harry Holt on a 48-yard pass play for 
the winning score. 
MACK SWAMP 
EDITOR 
APPLICATIONS 
Now Available 
106 University Hall 
Deadline: Friday, October 14 
5 p.m. 106 University Hall 
?# TIME IS RUNNING OUT!! 
Sign Up For The 
CANOE TRIP 
DOWN THE SANDUSKY RIVER 
SAT. OCT 1 
lOQ/perspn includes canoes and, 
transportation. Trip starts and 
ends near Fremont 
Payment Upon 
Sign-up in 
UAO office 
MARK'S 
PIZZA PUB 
532 E. Wooster 
*#* 75* 
OFF ANY 
MED. (12") PIZZA 
WITH 2 ITEMS 
$1.25 
OFF ANY 
LARGE    (14")\ 
PIZZA | 
WITH 2 ITEMS     \ 
S bg nevw/septembef 29.1963 
CAMPu^crnr EVENTS 
> New Wave party n> Frl. 8 12 
Si   Thoaae Mora Community 
_ «■ be held on Thursday. 
Sept ». at S30 In the Perry Pn.. 
laapa. Al are —tamo lo attend 
A MM ■mnH aeao prseerae- 
•on. "Beano Tin CNta". by Bob 
■eard lo be shown on Thin Sop! 
M ■ 3:00 pm Pane 
Lounge. 16 —— Hal 
la FREE, ALL Wolooiaell 
OHliHlnl lUHu.Drmg wl 
bo tonight r. ta IMalous Ed. R* at 
St Thomas Mora « 8 30pm u 
"ratal—. The Croc ■ yours 
HEALTH CARE   CLUB-Open lo al 
raaaed ha   Introductory msoang 
00 5, 8.30 pm.102 Bll  
OWUMUATIOHAl. MEETTNQ 
•TUOENT CONSUMER UNtO* 
7*0 •». OCT. «. 401 MOSELEY 
KAIL  "THANKS  BCU" (Tina  A 
■km   araakMiahr   anr.eur.cad   la 
oaaaaad as Iha above.!  
aparaall oonvaraatioo how There- 
dair, MO, Mute's Mm.  
Tha RnM NMIonaJ 
Lai Man oat cake tale 
Mon Oct 3 10 30em-3:30pm Umv 
Hal  
TTnPraiaw iocMy ~* ba raving 
an rtorrral dacuesion with Ma. Heat 
her SaHn from ancamsB School ol 
law ri ma Inlerratluial Student 
Lounge a Wnaama Hal on Mon.. Oct. 
3. 8:00pm   The maaing la open to 
LOST AMD FOUND 
Loet-A rad duns bag M ol laundry 
Fal off my oar near aaoond streei H 
lound bag, pkaaa contact Carol al 
362-6818  
LOST kj orange 1 wbt tiger mala 
nautorad cat. wht cheat, stomach < 
paw* rrtanrjy tanwy pat, arawera lo 
Patsy Needs rnedkane dafy Laat In 
vtcrty ol Sand Mdpa 1 Maple Re- 
ward ■ found 8 returned Plaaaa CM 
363-6815 day. Of 362-4607 ovee 
LOST Chkion camara at Bretheu.. on 
Sapl 23 Plaaaa cat lot reward sen 
—anlal value Jaan 362-3326 
LOST: Kay on a beaketal keyring 
LOW on Thursday 352-0626 
LOST: Dark purpk) vakra waaa! ki tha 
woMy ol BachaMat Hal Contanta 
asaramanay knp 3724367 HE 
WAROl (No nueaauia asked I 
LOST Kay on graan hook Kay Cham 
Loat at Eppnr Paid II lound cal 
2-3616.  
Loat jaan jackal at Maki St Senttrnen- 
M  vaue   Caward.   no  queeOona 
aekad 2-3367  
Laat an ADP1 Ulllilllllii Pin Hatpl 
Or an; raanta a* ba nal II 
■H ADPi house 2-2040. 
ERVICES OFFERED 
TYPMQ. 
CTaeerteeora, theea etc 
362-0636 or 372-2261 
E«pert Typing 
nsasonetla Rataa 
Cal 352-7306 after 6:30pm 
RuOaa-a Sawing and Akaraaona 
Letters and mgnae on jackata and 
swears.   Al   garments   must   ba 
aaan 362-7208  
Typbtg-aM rakM Crack out our pro- 
leaslonal) typad and written raaumaa 
Coaarilulill.ru an Lynch on balng 
I to Ta 
too. 362-6767 
Word nnxaaatig tor raaaarch pa- 
para, raaumaa. thaaa. naeerteauia, 
etc. Cal P.W.P. 352 2836 altar 
6:30 or AnyMrne waakanoa.  
Alpha CM Opan Friable Oof Happy 
Hour, at Mark'. Ptaa Pub Saturday. 
Oct     1     Trophkn   awarded   at 
Mark ..•Oophar «.'  
Atoha n Daaa naophytaa ara you 
raady tor torvghf w. ara ao axotad 
tor your Nlaaon! Much tova, Your 
Ba a Bat. Li'l Sa'   BETA 500  Ruah 
a, 7:30.  
BG STUOENTS 
VOTE 
KAREN STEVENS 
lor 
DISTRICT #3 REP 
SEPT 28—29 
RUSSELL'S SWEATS 
110.60 
Rac Cantor Pro Shop 
Check ua tor tow 
>Uk acraanlng prlcaa. 
Jaan. N' Thing.. 531 rudga St. 
CongnikJaaon. to Iha 
KD FM Pladga oncara 
Wa'ra proud ol al ol you 
AOT-Your KO Satar. 
BGSU WELCOMES 
GRAND OPENING 
SPECIAL Tues., Sept. 27 
through Sat. Oct. 1 receive a 
regular soft drink with any 
Cincinnati Chili purchase. 
NOW OPEN Tuesday-Saturday 
6:30-11:30p.m. 
Kreischer Darrow Dining Hall 
Cancer 
Cures 
Smoking 
dP>*/>a»r .fnt;  MJJJ 
f^JT 
afnC5k. MCAI LSAT- GRE 
GRf PSYCH/  '" fDl 
GRE 810   / ™E 
_..I-VAT/ 
PCA1    /riEX-¥Qtj 
OCAT   /NDB- "" 
MAI   / RN BOS 
SSA! / CPA 
PSA1 /SPEED < 
SAI /READING 
I T|ST PlfPtUTION I 
I SPCCl.USTSSINCf  1938    I 
SoArj-H. 
KAPLAN 
[luciti.ml Cr.tir 
:«■>»■ EatlWaaarai 
536-3701 
3550 Secor Rd 
Suite 201 
TX awtltoraalPW Kappa Tan. 
ruiQUlnllllliil   Chartay 
on your naw poaMon al LF.C. Rap. 
to Okadant Laaal Oaratoa.  Oaat al 
Luck, Tha breaHai. al PN Kappa 
Taa. 
ConoratuaaV 
bayaayowOtor*. 
Dantoa and Cow- 
OZOPIPaTRAlO 
0ZIP1MTIUU0 
OZOPWTRAIO 
Thanka tor auch a stand-up tkna at 
m. AXO data party Wa'lhavalo do It 
again aomatkna Your 1at Oato. 
RUSH RUOH RUSH RUSH 
ALPHA     TAU     OMEGA     UL     OIS 
TMORI..SEPT. 20 A TUE0..OCT. 4, 
7:»0*30pr», ATO HOUOE. M RE- 
ADY TO HAVE A SUPER TIMEI 
RUOH RUOH RUOH RUOH 
Erica. U*a. and Draw 
I had ton at rha parly you thraw I can 
not dany,  I  hated  ttw  canal    But 
togaVar ki PA  we grow. Long Ova 
ABO! My bra arway., Cathy 
SUBSCRIBE  NOW  to  tha Faatval 
Sana, and aaa tha Vtanra Chok Boy* 
tor aa Ma aa $3 75   Phone   372 
0171  
run 
YOU OUYS ARE THE QREATEST1I 
I'M    READY   FOR   THE   PURPLE 
FEVER" WrLDMAN  
HEV. ALLISON! Did I aver to! you 
how proud I am to rave you aa my 
ma? Work hard thai week becauae 
Friday'. Party jjoj Love. Cathy. 
HEYFM't 
THANKS FOR THE SUPPORT YOU 
HAVE GIVEN ME" LETS GET PSY 
CHEO BECAUSE FLU ISLAND IS 
CCwaNG AND WILDMAN NOONAN 
Wti. BE BACK PARTYaW WTTH 
ONE GREAT FRATERNITY 11 
I HOPE THAT ALL OOEO WELL 
FOR YOU TWO V/EEKEHO AT 
HOME. WE'LL IE WAITtNO FOR 
YOU, TO TALK, NO HATTER WHAT 
rIAPPENOII DON'T WORRY ADOUT 
ME. I WILL SE COOL. 
00 FOR IT OORFORIT 
YOUR 0<)aRTTTaOM ROOMMATE 
FREE BQ8U TRANSFER 
on any ol our ataia- 
open tonight unN 8 00 
JEANS N'TH043S 
 631 ROPE  
OREEK NTTE M OACKII 
EVERY   MON.   OPM-CLOM   AT 
QAM r»H 107 STATE IT.  
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, WHMERII 
YOU ARE FINALLY LEOAL! 
OCT PSYCHED FOR A OREAT 
■CMESTER.LOVE 
ROOM 5U HARMON  
Have . caae ol the enjoys 
Happy Hour everyday M 4 
Downtown entoy Little King XI 
Hay Maynard. Congratulation, on 
your engagement to Jeff. Herat to 
many great ahoppng sprees lo come 
Good by. a* hoaaa. hek> husband 
Love. JB  
Hay PM afe'el Oat ready tor a 
tonuatlc Ha aMl ua Friday. K'a 
poMg to be . great Urea! Love The 
araaaaraolPt. Kappa Tea 
HEY SISTER. HAPPY BHTHOAYl 
HOWS rT FEEL TO BE A TEEN? 
LOVE - ROCKIN'.BATCH.STORMI- 
N'.AND NOBODY.SEWER.ANO TY- 
RONE  
HOUOAY kYM' • 'MTV 
HAPPY HOUR 
ALL DAY ALL NIGHT 
 ALL THE TIMEI  
JoArma Kuhn-Congrats on being 
•acted to the Dean'. AdVaory Com 
nvttae tor the Advertaing Club  Dee 
Zee Love. Your eater.  
1 Laura S. Congrats on 
to tha Orientation 
BOOM You two are a great cornbkla- 
aon Dee Zee Love, Your eater. 
MARK VANATTA-Good kick toklng 
your LSAT tost Oils weekend! Ware 
thinking about you Tha brother, ol 
DeaaSkjmaPI.  
MEET THE 0ROTHER0 OF *AEI 
UTTLE OIS RUOH TONKJHT-THE 
17TH AT 7:M OTHER DATES ARE 
SEPT.2ITH AND OCT.4TH AT 7:30. 
NO WORDS CAN EXPRESS HOW I 
FEEL ABOUT YOU. I GUESS THE 
CLOSEST WORDS ARE, YOU MAKE 
ME HAPPIER THAN ANYONE ELSE 
EVER HAS 11 LOVE YOU! JOHN 
Morning donut and rol delivery .vat- 
aba kom me Getaway. SOS S Man. 
362-4162.  
PEOOYVEDOA: 
ConrpeaAaOone on going active! How 
does • leal to Ikiaty kan tha ranks ol 
your big? You ara the Deal Itde and a 
great Hand-Love Yal Laura  
ALPHA    TAU 
THURS..SEPT. 20 A TUES..OCT.4, 
rrm TO fcMpav ATO HOUSE. OE 
READY TO HAVE A SUPER TIMEI 
PlflW RUSH RUOH RUSH 
RUSSELL'S SWEATS 
$10.60 
Rac Cantor Pro Shop 
Rent Good Roaar Skates 
S2 par hour.  PurceTa Bete Shop 
362-0284  
Uneed CnrMan Feaowarap 313 
Thuretm. Fd. Sept. 30. 0:30am. 
7:30pm. Sat. Oct 1. 0:30am 
4:30pm    Books,   ctothaa.   records. 
pants, a much mote  
RUOH SAE UTTLE SKI 
RUSH SAE LITTLE SIS! 
RUSH SAE UTTLE HOI 
SAM B'S PRESENTS 
THE AU AMERICAN PARTY 
SATURDAY NOON - 4PM 
FOR US OLYMPIC TEAM 
TUESDAY  IS SAM II T-SHIRT 
DATI T-OHMTO OH SALE IJ.00 
EACH ALL DAY. EVERY TUES. IN 
1AM 00 OAR.  
Tha Broken Boot wO have Go-Go 
Dancers Frl rate from 0-2 p.m. The 
toOowtng weak wi ba Thurs Fn. and 
SM. Amatour night-Sunday night. 
Th. Fiat National 
Let them eat caka sale 
Mon. Oct. 3 10:30am-3:30pm Unrv 
Hal  
Tha Social Event ol the Semester, 
'Red Hot 000 PHOO OOO' la arm 
only 71 hours re.yI It arlll be 'the 
aeah to ba riiiatjindl"  
Toay Travta 
Have a WONDERFUL 21 at birthday! 
(and I'O help tool!) I toee youl WPP 
To Our GO date. Rob. Rocky. Pack. 
MM, Josh. We Atoha CHI's had a 
great time at our date party with ya! 
Love AXO: Carrie. Sharon. Carolyn, 
Sona. and Joan. Lara get together 
again aonaOiia aounl  
DZSPMTRAK) 
UOFMTRAK) 
DZ SPIRIT RAH) 
VOTE UOO ELECTIONS 
WRITE IN: ISH FOR 
OFF-CAMPUS REP. 
Vote tor "Mr. Caddyshack'' today In 
ta Union Sporaorad by AXO Soror 
■y and Mark's  Plus    "Vote today 
Gophers!" 
VOTE PARKER and EASTWOOO 
USG OFF-CAMPUS REPS 
SEPT 28-20 
TWO FOR YOU H U3Q" 
Welcome wonderful naw woman ol 
Kappa PN! Get raady tor an axdOng 
year! PTLYour Active Sators 
APPLICATION DEADLINES FOR 
WASHP40TON WTERNStOPS: OC- 
TOBER 3 for Spring Semester 84. 
Fabnjary 1 tor Summer Term '84 
Early rjearflnes lor State Depl . AD. 
Oapt. of Defense mterrahlpe Oct 1 
for Summer Term'84. Jan. IStorFal 
Semester '64. Early ilaafJnaa tor 
US Attomey'a Office. Depl of Jus 
bee. and National Institute of Juettce 
Fab. 1 for Summer Term '84. March 
26 tor Fal Samaator '84 Contact 
Nancy Maal, Ctr. for Educ Option.. 
231 Admin Bklg (3720202). for 
more irrtormatlon 
Pregnant^ Need Help? 
CM EM PA   362-0111   or  362- 
0082  
Overcome Fears with Hypnosa 352- 
6777.  
FM Tune-up SpecW 
$12 85 
PurceTs Bale Shop 362-8284 
$5 00 Style Special 
M Ota Falcon Capper 
352-g?00-Expkes 10'29'B3 
KEOS—KEOS—KEOS 
For al your party needs cal your 
PABST CAMPUS REP 
Mfce Hart at 352 0075. 
2 days urrtl FIJI ISLAND The natives 
are rssBess! __^_____ 
lambda CM Campus Tuck-in. Plain 
luck-In 7f. Tuck-in. bedtime etory. 
aatt, 2 cookies $2.00. Phone 2-0110 
err4000  
FESTIVAL SERIES tickets ara stl 
.vaksbie Don't mlaa your chance to 
see four great  concerts"  Phone. 
372-0171.  
SUBSCRIBE NOW to the 1083-84 
Festival Senas and see world re- 
nowned Artats for as Me as S3.75 a 
concert Phone 372-0171. 
Persons to operate bagel push cart 
Experience preferred. Apply al 
Jack'.  Bakery.   1448 E 
Earn doAan seRng Avon Products 
For more kdcsnwOon plaaaa cal 
Phyaa at 362-5833 
P.EOIONAL A LOCAL REPS 
WANTED TO DtSTFIBUTE POSTERS 
ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES PART- 
T1AE OR MORE WORK REOUeTES 
NO SALES. COMwMSSON PLUS 
PIECE WORK. AVERAGE EARN 
»4GS $8 00 PLUS PER HOUR CON- 
TACT: AMERICAN PASSAGE 500 
THRO AVENUE WEST SEATTLE. 
WA Ml 18. ATTN NETWORK 
12081282-8111.  
FOR SALE 
Yamaha Tenor Saxophone, yta-21. 
t.ceienl oond Aaklng $450 00. 
Cal 1-476-8322  
Wanted used cars trom the 80'a and 
70 a Must be raaaonabry prtoad 
3721653.     
Racing Bka. Good Cond $80 00 or 
Beat Otter. Ed. 354-1282 or 2- 
0408.  
MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE. 
11000.00. SUZUKI QS4S0T. '01. EX. 
COMO. ASK FOR STEVE, $$2-7«7». 
0 week ok) pupa. Mother a rare- 
bread Austraton Shepherd Pupa are 
highly rtaagent Excelent with eta- 
dren. Wormed. $15. CM 352-5540 
or 372-2111. 
Coupon   books   for 
$70 00   352 2775 
sale     Aaklng 
76 Mustang 4 spaed, low mlsagl. 
exceesnt cond Aaklng $1850 or 
bast offer Cal 352 2754 after 5 30 
t Puppy Love! 
Mkasture Oaschunda now and later 8 
weeks ok) now, 2 Utters due lor X- 
Mas Champ. Inee. Mud anaalla 
SI 7 5/up To buy/reaerve.'maure. oM 
Dam 2-0161. ext. 206 or (1)267- 
2770. 
FOR RENT 
WANTED 
DM LOCKER ROOM SPORTING GOODS
NEW LOCATION 
109 N Main 
STOREWIDE SALE 
- 70% OFF 
• Shorts 
• Baseball, Basketball 
Hockey Equipment & more 
F. rmts. needed for Spr. Sam. Own 
Bedroom, Call 352-0309 
HELP WANTED 
A Toledo based rranutockrtaj am. a 
ki need ol a aaoond shit data entry 
operator Tha poeaon wi offer expe- 
lance ki M aspects of a computer 
dept. Prefer sophomore or junior 
Starling pay $5 25/hr Please send 
resume to PO Box 3200 Toledo. OH 
43807  
EARN MONEY AMD 0AM VALU- 
ABLE EXPERIENCE SELLING DIS- 
PLAY ADVERTISING IN THE 
TOLEDO AREA FOR THE SO NEWS. 
MUST HAVE CAR. APPLY 100 UM- 
VERSTTY HALL. 372-2001.  
Go-Go Dancers 
Apply al Broken Bool 
153 E Wooster BG 2-8p m 
NEEDED IF. TO SHARE HOUSE ON 
S.COLLEOE IMMEO.IIEAUTIFUl 
HOME, EXCEL.LOC. I150JMO -IN- 
CLUDES HEATfUm. NEED DE- 
POSIT. W INTERESTED CALL 352- 
2110 OR 152-2114.  
Roommate wanted for 1 bdrm. turn 
apt 220 Napoleon Rd tlOOVmo A 
doc cal 354-2281.   
Need 4th lerrate to fl 2 bdrm. apt 
362-7365.  
PARTY ROOM FOR RENT Newly 
decorated, appropriate for waoong 
receptions, banquets, fraternity and 
Sorority (unctions 2 large rooms 
band stand, and dance floor, fenced 
courtyard with tables Kitchen 
equipped with stove and refrigera- 
tors For more Into cal 352-0378 
After 5 cal 352-7324 
MIPNITE SHOW 
CINEMA  U 2 
A 
FRIDAY ft SATURDAY 
ONLY 
f1-50 
...a roilickjng yan\ 
for tl\e young in.the l\<ad! 
Yelloui/bEardisi 
GRAHAM CHAPMAJN  PETER BCWLE 
CHEECH 6. CHONG PETER COOK 
MARTY FELDMAN  MARTIN HEWTTI 
M
'
CHAMA$!Lmj$.C,DUi 
■INIMIIIM-" 
NOW. THF.RR-S 
A NEW NArVU-: 
I OR TIJIROH. £21. BASED ON A STEVEN KINO NOVEL 
TRAMPLE 
TOLEDO 
r.ii.in [inn n iijiiiiu iiii:i r.iiiiiii iii'iiiniin 
uni;  i.iiiMUiiiiiiiiiiiiit IJI.Ull4(,iMlillH    UIIUIIU 
nnn nnn acimtii 
nm nm    i3f.li:nia 
CINEMA 142 
fcvery eummer Chevy 
Chase lakes his fam- 
lly on a llllle trip. 
NATIONAL 
LAMPOXON'S 
THURSDAY STUD€NT8 WrtH 
VALID IDS ONLY 
       $1.00  
**   „ MKHAI1 
WEEK        KtATOX 
TEFJGAM 
MR, 
AiCrM 
AT 7:80 A ».U 
SEE ONE OR BOTH MO HITS 
FOR ONLY 
 $1.00 
America's 
holiest new 
arlreu. nil 
FANCY 
CARNATIONS       $5.00 DOZEN 
ORDER NOW! 
HOMECOMING FOOTBALL 
MUMS 
COMPLETE  WITH RIBBON AND PRINTING 
$2.50 
(LARGE ORDERS $2.00 EACH) 
PLACE ESTIMATED ORDERS NOW! 
MYLES' FLOWERS 
PAIR Y QUEEN BUILDING 352-2002 
The Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon 
would like to announce its 1983 Ml Pledoe class 
vmwm tonUKrumm 
•Wtl     POfMfefll ..afiTj^.    '            - Srmlfadmk. 
BriMBtyU 
''^'    >!*a^^3^afl                   Ik '-'-   «A-*-   1. uasat  1 rVUeMUR Jbte .j^^L->i^l| St»vi OdtttiivM 
OnkjCui-tf ^f™              Mi^CB JiaPkvtal 
0--J ■* - —*■ 
T\m WlfWiTT ^w             fc»2' BMRMM 
tJPM VfVMW ^          K-t» •-— tiiiJii iii 
Jk>H«| ^B          ^r JtaTi 
JMM rvsHsf ^B^^ SUNTifk 
CbttK«% /**--—     TaLaaklBaaJ VWM  leTtajM 
SwttKLt] JtrTWiit 
VIMKUUMIN 
AND OUR NEW ACTIVES 
\ 
timWh 
bkpMitRV SoKtlMhr MbVutw 
Q —J— 1-1. —«-- MbLMis BiiwYMritv 
MOctMh Mltmpd 
ACROSS                45 Christopher ot        10 Mississippi River 
1 Compile                      Genoa                         explorer 
6 Pack, as a pipe       47 French e.plorerol  11 Town near 
10 Seoul's                       Louisiana                    Salerno 
benefaction           J1 Hindu garb             12 Mysterious 
14 15th can                 52 Roots tor                13 Dismal, lo Keats 
navigator                  54 Namer of the            21 By means ol 
■ John                   Pacific Ocean        23 Show pleasure 
aj        15 Pliny's pathway       ie inner nature             25 Quick 
aj       16 OneolMlleds        59 First rate                27 Think over 
■ *ont                      61 Dillydally               28 Understanding 
aj       17 Armistice               62 Marsh bulrush             words 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 
1 ! 1 1 5 1 ' 1 1 I I. M n n ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ U 5 n ' „ 
/0 ■ 1 ■ ■ ■j       is A la                S3 land 66                 29 Arabian vessel 
■        19 Mod                          64 Ancient Greek          30 Man of iron, in ■ «P ■ t ■ 20 Henchman                  colony                         a way 
22 Locale ol Gobi       65 Auction word          34 King of Crete 
desert                    66 Low pitched           35 Metrical tool 
24 Iowa college town  67 Architectural          36 Cordon ^~ 
26 St Lawrence               support                  37 Noted loch 
River navigator                                          39 Kind o( room 
27 School                                                          or table 
year trials                                                                    40 Fu.l Ser.ratarv 
P ■ J 1 ■ " ■ 14 
it J | ^ | n 
41 I " P 1 
31 Pedro's uncle                                                         ol Treasury 1- I i ■ ■ 
f|       33 Hindus divine me        DOWN                  43 Huge land mass 
■ principle                   t New Testament     44 Paged 
fj       35 Saud                   book                     46 So room 
aj       38 Those born under     2 Buddhist spirit ol   47 Wears well 
theSthjodiac              evil                       48 Hearing: Comb 
sign                             3 Border                            form 
39 Oven setting               4 Philosopher ol        49 Oar 
40 Patriot of 1776             ancient Greece      50 Ham it up 
41 Ayresollilm             5 Kind ol boat           53 Dagger ol yore 
42 Form ol protest        6 Tiny                55 seat for a |udge 
43 Designer ol a            7 Particle                 56 Medley 
famous chair            1 Famed wine           57 A King 
44 Presidential                   region                       60 Second sight 
■ nickname                 9 Belore bmh                lor shorl ■ 
P I I 
■ ■ 
if 1 ■ S4 
si 1 . F 1 l 1! j s ■ ■ is M 1 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 
